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Abstract  

India’s culture is ingeniously diverse to such an extent that it is impossible for one to narrow 

it down to only one basic feature. The culture of India while possessing of great amount of 

variety, is also visually exquisite, traditionally rooted and intrinsically brilliant.The Cultural 

Festivals of India celebrate these rich and diverse cultures by bringing together time honored 

customs and rituals and modern creativity in the form of dance, music, visual arts, theater, 

film, crafts and many more. Performers and participants are the lifeblood of such festivals 

and communicate through their skills as a way of crafting their social world and making some 

meaning of it. It is they who draw public interest and build up the reputation of festival by 

presenting their skills. Their skills are also very vital for their cultural distinctiveness and it 

also provides economic opportunities for themselves, their families and their communities. 

The varied skills of the performers giving a snapshot of their community’s identity can also 

be termed as Traditional Cultural Expression (TCE). 

The accelerating advancement in the communication technologies i.e. satellite, cable, 

broadband and mobile internet, have revolutionized broadcast coverage of different cultural 

festivals and enabled billions of people around the world to take part in the spectacle and 

excitement of major cultural events. The development especially in the field of sound and 

audio-visual recording, broadcasting, cable television and cinematography may lead to 

improper exploitation of the cultural heritage of a community or state. Expressions are being 

commercialized through such means in a world-wide scale without giving due respect to the 

cultural and economic interests of the communities in which they originate and even without 

granting any share in the returns from such exploitation to the people who are the owners or 

authors of their expressions. It is also seen that fur the purpose of commercialization, 

expressions are often distorted so as to correspond what is believed to be better for marketing 

them. 

The researcher wants to stress upon the fact that ‘Protection’ is not the same as ‘preservation” 

or ‘safeguarding’ of the TCEs. Preservation or safeguarding generally refers to the 

identification, documentation, transmission, revitalization and promotion of the cultural 

heritage in order to ensure its longevity by continued use and transmission or in other words 
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to make it evergreen. The main purpose of providing protection is to ensure that the TCEs do 

not extinguish and are maintained and promoted throughout. Moreover, the researcher being 

an Odissi performer has deeply felt the issues and is bothered by the same. Having practically 

experienced the issues, she strives to analyze the issue and adequacy of the existing legal 

mechanism.   

Keywords: Traditional Cultural Expressions, Cultural festivals, performers, live performance, 

commercialization, protection, safeguard    

1. Introduction 

In A common consensus which the majority would settle on “The past deserves to be 

preserved”, it stays in the memories of shared human experiences within these numerous 

indigenous communities and of individuals passed down from generation to generation and is 

externalized in diverse forms, expressions, traditions and rituals; one of such artistic mediums 

is known as Traditional Cultural Expressions. The key aspects for defining TCEs would 

include a) Presence of cultural value,
 
which evolves overtime b) Communal essence, the 

work cannot be attributed to only one individual, and c) dissemination through generations 

whether orally or through imitation. The system is a tangled web of cultural values and 

heritage representing a collective identity whereby the learning is transmitted from generation 

to generation within the same group. Unfortunately, the authentic content has become a target 

for commercial misappropriation, whether distortion, mutilation or straight up duplication 

without recognition which has created waves amongst the legal fraternity and stakeholders of 

the heritage. Art revolutions have been heavily influenced by cultural exchanges in the past 

and will continue to inspire change, which is why its protection is indispensable in the current 

age of transmission.   

The issues pertaining to garnering protection for TCEs and other Traditional forms of 

knowledge becomes quite ironical, considering the enormous amount of commercialized and 

scientific absorption of their knowledge, resources and diversity, by the world which has only 

resulted into exploitation and erosion of their culture. It is imperative to salvage these 

resources, knowledge and diverse forms of artistic expressions from commercialization in a 

manner which safeguards the benefits and  ensure their return to the communities who are 

deserving. TCEs embody the culture and its knowledge through creative expressions and are 

also recognized as ‘Folklore’. Their dissemination is largely depended on oral and behavioral 

practices which are passed on through generations. WIPO defines them to be two sorts, 

tangible and intangible whereby the traditional norms and culture are manifested through the 

process of creative intellectual efforts of individuals and the community. The cultural 

heritage, the social identity of the community are showcased through these expressions of 

folklore. 

The creativity and the growth of such TCEs is hindered due to unauthorized usage, 

duplication, imitation or commercial use which benefits third parties and not the creators of 

such content. Often such use is culturally inappropriate and offensive or insulting in nature. 

The absence of any formal laws in developing nations especially concerning TCEs is 

questionable. The minorities have to bear the brunt of such prejudices time and again, the 

influence of the Western Culture predominantly in the colonized nations brought forth the 
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exploitation of the cultural heritage which includes the likes of folklore and cultural 

expressions.  

It is noteworthy that although customary laws are applicable for protection of TCEs, their 

respect does not warrant protection in every territory, implementation of uniform system is a 

must. Even though the concept of TK and TCEs are definable, the operational definition 

remains questionable. WIPO’s efforts through negotiations amongst its member states has not 

brought in the results as expected, due to inadequate levels of consensus amongst them. TCEs 

can be categorized to contain multitude of factors, its unique nature is what sets it apart from 

other forms of creations, and the same poses challenges which make it vulnerable for 

exploitation in the current environment.  

Progression of Recognition and Protection of TCEs: A Historical Perspective  

Historically speaking, the international developments have created an emerging trend towards 

recognition and protection of traditional knowledge and cultural content which includes 

TCEs. The term gained traction after being mentioned in certain international forums in with 

the advent of 21
st
 Century, the two international instruments which mention TCEs, the first 

being CCD under UNESCO’s regime, and the second being UNDRIP. The representation in 

CCD was more of figurative than operational, it considers the cultural rights covered under 

the purview of Human Rights. While UNDRIP not only recognized the rights of such 

communities, but also the Intellectual Property rights related to them. The Intergovernmental 

Committee, under WIPO which is concerned the TK, genetic resources and Folklore as a 

governing body which oversees the negotiations for implementing a standard instrument 

which ensures protection of these resources. The Bolivian Government raised an issue 

concerning folklore for the first time for making addition to the Universal Copyright 

Convention.’ 

Moreover, the evolution continued with the adoption of the Model Provisions in 1982 which 

distinguished the term expression from ‘work’ as recognized under the copyright norms. 

Although after examining the clauses under the Model Provisions, it is observed that they 

have been highly influenced by the copyright system itself, the system of obtaining 

authorization prior to any action is followed. Fundamentally, most experts would agree to 

extend the protection for TCEs under the copyright Law. The Berne Convention as amended 

in 1971, it had slowly gained traction to become part of customary international Law. In 

1967, the Art. 15(4) was revised to include folklore, although the word was not used literally 

and covered under the ambit of unknown authorship. Forms of literary and artistic works are 

extended the protection under the convention, while also being recognized by TRIPS. The 

assessment clears that the protection the minorities seek for their works matches with the 

subject matter of copyright. While in 1996, a boon for performers was granted through 

adaption of the WIPO Performances Phonograms Treaty. The WPPT extended the protection 

to performers of such expressions, but the folklore itself. Whether they are artistic or literary 

works, the moral rights with economic rights would rest with the performers, which would 

include TCEs. There are also the Draft provisions for TCEs by WIPO, which aims to 

safeguard the protection and preservations measures for such expressions.  

An ethical consideration with parallel desire of certain scholars to create a systematic 

distribution of the income generated through the resources of such communal property would 

be hindered by the political influences in a developing nation which include questions 
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regarding the traditional source itself and the distribution of revenues with legal obligations 

which bind the parties equally. 

The Contemporary Landscape of IP Protection:  

The IP scope can be covered through the trifecta: The first covers the international scope of 

protection including Conventions, Agreements. The second is inclusive of domestic 

protection, the national laws of the concerned nation, and third consideration is the customary 

laws of the concerned community for whom the protection is being garnered. The protection 

garnered to creations under the IP laws was developed during the period of Industrialization, 

these laws are considerate of those times and situations and heavily influenced by the 

Western approach. They continued to evolve with the perceptive need for technological 

advancements and its protection. In hindsight, the opposite approach is required for 

protection of TCEs and TK, these communities majorly from the developing nations have 

demanded similar protection for their resources.  

The Copyright Route: It is perceived that copyright comes closest to anchoring the protection 

deserved by TCEs. Its application is examined and the issues listed are as follows: a) The first 

concern is with respect to identity of the author, while TCEs originated years ago and have 

unidentifiable authors. These creations are not recognized by any one originator, but through 

the community. The South Pacific Model Law provides for such cultural rights to its 

traditional owners, which considers individuals as well as communities as custodian of such  

TCEs. The customary laws can be respected through entrusting the rights with the custodian. 

The implementation of such model would be highly depended on the practical considerations, 

like the awareness about their own rights within the communities, their access to such sources 

and so on. The originality concern factors in that the creations much be the result of an 

intellect effort. If the requirement of originality is liberally interpreted, then it would result in 

claims from authors who are not part of the concerned community, which will ultimately 

result into more exploitation. So, if the courts were to liberally interpret the requirement of 

originality, and put forth effective limitation on holders of the copyright through domestic 

laws then TCEs only then the system will be suitable to accommodate these rights.  

In co-relation with the first requirement, the ownership of such material under customary 

laws is not of an individual, it is communal in nature and the same is expected of the rights. 

There is a complex system already in place within such communities which are an obligation 

for the members of such communities, the contradiction of the concept of ownership and the 

communal usage of the right amongst the tribe creates a drift for effective application. In 

terms of exploring the requirement of fixation, under the Berne Convention the pre-condition 

of fixation is not encouraged for domestic laws, and countries like France, Spain and so on 

have not considered this requirement for protection of their TCEs. The appropriate route for 

protection of TCEs under IP laws was envisaged to be copyright law due to their similarities 

but the potential seems limited. The apprehensions regarding considering TCEs under the IP 

realm are valid, firstly the protection focuses on Individual Ownership while no formal 

individual ownership can be granted for TCEs, neither are they recognized by any domestic 

or international norms. Secondly, they deserve the protection considering the vulnerable 

position these communities are in, but the special nature of these rights expect a special form 

of protection which is not always a viable option. 
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The most important flaw of the system is the tenure of protection granted, under copyright 

there is no indefinite protection for such expression which is what the communities sought. 

The international norms set the minimum standard of protection i.e. 50 years, while it opens 

the opportunity for the member states to extend such protection is necessary. The Pacific 

Island Model Law, as well the Model provisions of 1982 do not stipulate any limit of the 

duration of the protection. Under TRIPS, there are some limitations concerning copyright 

protection which means that expressions can be protected but not ideas, methods, operational 

procedures or other such concepts, through a purposive interpretation which is also liberal in 

nature, the copyright law can be the right option. Under conventional norms of copyright law, 

through case laws it can be established that modern forms of expressions under TCEs which 

are confined by the ‘originality’ concerns are interpreted to be protectable even when they are 

adapted from traditional ideas of literature or art. The protection of secret TCEs poses an 

entirely different challenge, and the correct method to protect is seemingly non-disclosure. 

But under some jurisdictions, the opposite is conferred, the disclosure of the same warrants a 

higher degree of protection to the said secret TCEs. 

The Trademark Route:  

The most concrete example of the Trademark model is the European Union, which is home to 

some indigenous communities. The spiritual and cultural plays a pivotal role in creating 

bonds within the communities and the scared nature of such forms seek protection from 

getting ‘Lost in Translation’. TCEs are ever evolving, they change overtime and modify 

themselves which again hinders the very purpose of examining what TCEs are eligible for 

protection and which ones are not. The wide scope of traditional cultural heritage includes 

TCEs, TK and intangible cultural heritage within its ambit. 

Trademark law protects the goodwill and reputation attached with the TCEs. These 

communities and their identities are associated with TCEs for which trademark protection 

seems to blend in seamlessly. The challenges posed in terms of rendering protection to TCEs 

under trademark law, there has to be a commercial purpose linked with the mark, the mark 

would be registered on First come and First serve basis which might result into exploitation 

by third parties who wish to contest the rights and benefits of the communities. 

Additional Options:  Apart from these straight-jacket forms of protection, industrial design 

can also protect the outward appearance of a TCE product. While Geographical Indications, a 

method of protection under the domestic legislation shelters the products which are 

recognizable from their geographical origin and are traditionally manufactured. TCEs cannot 

be wholly shielded from infringement under the conventional system of protection. The issue 

of ‘public domain’ with respect to such commodities are a considerable step back from 

rendering protection to them, and does not prioritize or respect the customary norms under 

which TCEs are generally protected.  

2. TCEs in the Developed Nations: The US, UK, France, Canada and Japan Model 

Legislative Scope of Protection:  

The US Model under its Constitution permits protection of TCEs but with a narrow scope. 

The Fair use exception is a huge part of the system for creation of a balanced system and 

protection for their First Amendment Rights. Some experts conclude that human rights 

protection are better equipped to curb misappropriation while others consider that protection 

of TCEs cannot be simply justified through property considerations. Under the US Model 
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TCEs can only be protected when they are used for commercial purposes and the protection 

granted is for a limited duration. Determination for subjective factors like whether TCEs with 

a higher spiritual value be granted a higher protection are detrimental in the current 

environment. Proposed systems of protection under the US regime include trademark and 

geographical indications, as they do not share the rigid set of requirement as provided under 

the copyright law. 

The advantage in the US system is that other laws also provide for a protection mechanism 

like the unfair competition or consumer protection or marketing laws seems to play a pivotal 

role in rendering solutions, like the Indian Arts and Crafts Act read with the Enforcement Act 

of 2000 of the US mentions the unfair advantage angle which the courts are already familiar 

with. The trademark law in the US extends a defensive mechanism of protection for TCEs by 

not granting protection to entities which are identified as non-indigenous. Although under 

practical studies, it has been noted that the system is ineffective in actually protecting the 

TCEs. The answer to that system is having a database which can be used before grant of 

trademarks, and upgrading the certification procedure though collective change, as the system 

was violating the provisions of the Lanham Act which acknowledges the communities and 

their connection to TCEs and works for prevention of such violations. 

In Japan, the basic Act on the Promotion of Culture and Arts of 2001, defines culture and 

concerns itself with policy decisions. The Japanese culture evolved more especially after the 

World War, it is pertinent to note that all these cultural changes have taken place after huge 

events in each nations whether it be a war or colonization, the degree at which culture were 

affected under such social conditions clearly indicate that there cannot be a one size fits all 

model for protection of TCEs. It is impressive to note that the policy decisions in Japan were 

made by the persons working in the concerned profession, in arts and cultural positions in 

Japan in case of BAPCA. Different organizations have come up under the Act which oversee 

and play a crucial part in smooth governing. The policy decisions under the Japanese regime 

are considerate of all the stakeholders involved, and wishes to apply a balanced approach to 

promote TCEs.  

Japan has also been a victim of modernization in terms of loss of its culture during the 

emergence of Western culture and industrialization. This evolution has negatively impacted 

the traditional expression. Japan’s delegation representing the nation during WIPO’s 

discussion presented their contentions over the issue while highlighting that the generally 

recognized conceptual definition of TCEs does not define its scope or the terms which results 

into an inflexible interpretation. The concerns with respect to the beneficiaries are 

categorized into creations with no origins, region-based origins, national level of recognition 

of communal creations or traditions, community which share the same contemporary beliefs 

and lastly immigrants. The benefit-sharing model whereby some experts suggest that due to 

lack of representation of the local communities, the state may serve as proxy opposes the very 

idea of protection for such communities. The real objective which is sought for through this 

protection, whether its scope includes only economic benefits or also the moral rights? In 

reality, there is more on the line then just recognition and benefits, the traditional and cultural 

values and their implications are also important. The concept surrounding infringement of the 

moral rights is yet to be defined. Japan strongly opposed the notion of a just a right-based 
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protection, it intends to create a balance between the rights of the holders and the public 

interest, the legality can be determined through these limitations.  

As a matter of policy in Canada, the protections of TCEs as a subset of TK is covered under 

their existing regime. The enacted legislations pertaining to copyright, trademark, Patents, 

Industrial Design cohesively work as the instrument to grant protection to such expressions. 

Marks, authentic labels, trademarks for traditional names or symbols are protected under the 

prevailing law which produce goods and impart services under it. Specifically for content 

concerning TCEs, such communities have the Copyright Act whereby their creations are 

extended the protection. Its notion regarding potential gaps and misconceptions under this 

system are highlighted but no concrete solution has been established. Although, the nation 

wishes to draft its law in inclusive and accommodating manner, the exploration of the basic 

issues remains at its core, and not much has been accomplished.  

The UK comparatively has only the principal legislation under which such protection can be 

imparted to TCEs. Surprisingly, a developed nation like the UK had no independent 

delegation for representation at the 35
th

 IGC Meeting held. The legislation of The Copyright 

Designs and Patents Act of 1988 extends such veil of protection in its Chapter 48, Section 

169 provides for Folklore and unpublished work under anonymous identity. It recognizes the 

work of authors not residing in the country, and assume the copyright for such work. 

Specifically, for musical works the protection is provided for u/s 61 which purports that the 

protection for folksongs can be done through archiving the production as per the instruction 

of the designated body, but there are conditions preceding the extension of such rights. 

Furthermore, these conditions set the record straight for the scope by including only works 

which are unknown, or unpublished and it does not violate a pre-existing copyright, and is 

not part of any prohibited practices by any performer. Even after strong deliberations 

following the policy concerns surrounding TCEs and TK, the experts predict that unless the 

UK is obligated to enact a legislation through international norms, the same will not see the 

light of the day. The UK’s position as a developed nation implies that such approach should 

already have been set in motion, but from the current pace is foreseen that unless a strong 

trade partner requires such set the same can only be extended the bilateral trade agreements, 

otherwise the scope is dim for TCEs. The French have been in the middle of a tremendous 

cultural and historical evolution in Europe, and although their culture has influenced the west 

whether it be fashion, food, travel or any other forms of human expression, there is no 

primary legislation which governs the protection of TCEs under their regime. 

3. The Landscape for protection of TCEs in the Developing Nations: The Panama 

Kenya, and Philippines Model 

Panama has strongly advocated for protection of TCEs, even Philippines has been at the 

forefront to customize a sui-generis legislation to cover the dynamic scope and need 

concerning these communities. Amongst the developing nations, the approach taken by the 

Central American nation of Panama is remarkable. It has set an example for developing 

nations to delicately deal with the subject matter. A sui generis system known as “Special 

System for the Collective Intellectual Property Rights of Indigenous Peoples” protects the 

rights of its indigenous communities. Article 3 considers under its purview the traditional 

dresses worn by the men and women of these communities, and even mentions any technical 

points of the said attire shall be registered for the purposes of record and protection. Article 4 
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on the other hand, has a wide scope by recognizing the collective right of such tribes in their 

musical forms, performance, oral or written forms of expression, or any tradition which forms 

part of their culture through historical or planetary expressions. Article 5 takes a commercial 

approach by bearing in mind the tools and techniques of manufacturing their artistic creations 

whether it be the material, or a blend of the domestically available raw materials.  

Article 6 collectively protects the rights of these people and stays true to the authentic and 

original nature of the works concerned. The huge debatable issue regarding the beneficiaries 

has also been addressed in the legislation under the scope of protection, the local bodies have 

been entrusted to provide right of use and market the art forms of such communities under 

Article 15. Under Article 20, the industrial reproduction for any form protected under this 

legislation is prohibited unless the same is permitted through the concerned authority and 

express permission of the community involved. The legislation further provides for 

exceptions and limitations to the protection granted and especially consider the most 

marginalized communities and its people and work collectively towards rendering them a 

profitable form of protection. Small scale crafts artisans are exempted from the act, who are 

fully depended on earning the living through replication of these art forms, and reside in the 

designated areas as described in the Act. The requirement of originality is not mentioned in 

this special system of protection for TCEs. Even before the drafting of the Tunis Model Law, 

nations like Kenya had a system of protection for folklore  in place which reflected the 

importance given to such resources.  Interestingly, only the laws of Panama and Philippines 

mention customary law within their legislations.  

Under the protection availed in the Philippines for the TCEs, which include different forms of 

bamboo instruments, textile cloths, and other forms of folk crafts, the constitution has 

incorporated certain supportive provisions for the betterment of the communities. There is 

emphasis on national unity, creation of regions where common characteristics are shared 

amongst the people to promote and create awareness, the responsibility of the same lies on 

the state. The 1997 Act, is a comprehensive legislation whereby the first part is discussing the 

state policies, while defining the subject matter. U/s 34 of the Act the cultural and intellectual 

rights are recognized, which comprises of performing arts, literature and scriptures, languages 

and other orally transmitted traditions. It prioritizes customary law and instills the concept of 

prior informed consent, the rules cohesively set the tone for the implementation of the 

legislation. Community ownership is recognized, customary laws are respected, competent 

authority is set up, is all round a well-documented legislation although there were mixed 

reactions while enactment of the law. 

The Kenyan Model went through a significant reform in 2016 through implantation of a Sui 

generis system, whereby the copyright Board in collaboration with the government has to 

maintain a repository for traditional knowledge, similar to the lines of the Indian system. 

Unlike India, Kenya has implemented a defensive mechanism to prevent non-indigenous 

people from acquiring IP rights under its regime. There are restrictions on the derivative use 

of such resources as well, and the concept of prior informed consent been incorporated. 

Although, on practical terms the success of its implementation has not been assessed, but the 

pro-activeness of the nation showcases their interest in protecting its communities and 

resources. 
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4. The applicability of a Mixed Model: The Indian Landscape  

Culture is the pinnacle of India’s identity, its very core of international validation which sets 

it apart from other nations. A civilization which holds a significant cultural relevance and 

influence within the Asian continent, so intrinsically woven with rich and diverse groups of 

people residing here. India is home to rich forms of crafts, handlooms, literature, art forms, 

and other practices which stem from such indigenous communities. TCEs have a massive 

scope for commercial success globally and India can be a hub flourishing its own ethnic and 

diverse culture through the means of effective system of protection and conservation tactics 

for its traditional practices. For traditional knowledge, India has implemented a fully 

operational protection system which can be modified and updated according to the need to 

become inclusive of concepts like TCEs to expand its scope and back that protection through 

a sui generis legislation, following the lead of other similar frameworks. Cultural mapping 

for creating a comprehensive guide and documenting them might be the solution on the 

fence.   

A Primary Take on the Protection of TCEs in India:   

Under the umbrella of the Constitution, there is no direct link between folklore and its 

protection but under Art. 29 there is mention of protection of minorities and their culture 

which can be extended through a liberal interpretation to TCEs. While Art. 29 also narrowly 

provides for right to conserve the culture, the general provision for protection of TCEs can be 

covered under Art. 51A(f) which essentially provides for duty of every citizen to preserve the 

Indian culture and heritage although the same is not been extended through enactment of any 

special legislation. Under the Indian IP regime, the only saving grace was historically 

considered to be the 1957 copyright Act and recognition of performer under it. A more 

modernized solution is Geographical indications, although in reality the actual knowledge is 

not protected under this head but the end product of such knowledge gains protection to a 

certain degree. GIs can serve as means to create confusion amongst the consumers, there is a 

disparity in successful application of the legislation in question amongst the states in the 

country. States like Karnataka, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu prosper in their application while 

Goa, Arunachal Pradesh, Punjab lack in its implementation. Apart from that there is no nodal 

agency to oversee the implementation, no enforcement mechanism directly applicable and the 

registration process also requires a push from the right direction. 

The protection of rights of the tribal and indigenous community in India should be a priority, 

it is a lucrative opportunity which stems out of the natural diversity that India possesses. In its 

race to lead the Global South, the protection of traditional assets could serve as the next step. 

The Global North in the midst of absence of ecological ethics for the sake of economic 

dominance have contributed immensely in destroying the ecological resources and diversity. 

The deliberate loss of ethnicity, rights and culture of such communities date back to the 

concept of discovery, which resulted into colonization.  

The exploration for the subject matter is considerate of conformist methods already in place 

to protect and garner compensation for appropriation of such cultures, and their 

ineffectiveness to protect it from further exploitation especially for commercial gains. It is 

imperative to note the model of benefit-sharing which promotes giving of proportional profit 

to the source from which the genetic resource is derived, can be a correct path for setting 

examples for protection of TCEs. To mitigate the effects of such exploitation, the answer 
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could be reconstructing and recovering the TCEs through the experts of the field in 

collaboration with the elders of the communities which can establish a system for grant of 

compensation, a strategic way to document and carry on the legacy of such communities to 

sustain their culture. It would be a judicious investment; these violations can be attributed to 

the undocumented status of traditional art forms and require safe methods of transmissions as 

they live through folklore and elderly members of such communities. The Indian copyright 

extends the protection to performers, which also reflect upon the performers right to 

expression of folklore. The moral and economic rights are vested independently upon such 

performers u//s 38(b).   

The Diffusion Model of Protection: India has applied a Sui Generis method of protection of 

traditional knowledge through TKDL, which has facilitated a reduction in grant of patents 

which were recognized to be part of the Indian knowledge from several other patent offices. 

The Model focuses on ascertaining protection on the basis of diffusion, which are divided in 

parts through different degrees like (1) Sacred, (2) Secret, (3) Narrow Diffusion, and (4) 

Wide Diffusion. These parameters would systematically recognize the custodian of the TCEs 

to impart the benefit to them and also determine the degree at which the compensation is 

deserved. Although the model is not accepted universally by either sides of the spectrum, it’s 

application even if flawed can be altered to fulfilled the initial standards of a sui generis 

system. This model caters to the urgent nature of protection needed for such TCEs which are 

not part of the public domain already, the communities need encouragement to not disclose 

their forms before they are ensured protection which will lead to documenting the art form, 

and the economic feasibility of the same will be highlighted. It is noteworthy that such 

protection should be retrospective in its application, India being a signatory to the Nagoya 

Protocol is eligible to employ such system of protection through framing a legislative 

solution through WIPO or through a sui generis legislation as instituted in developing nations 

like Kenya.  

India’s intensive efforts for protection of traditional norms are currently covered under the     

Geographical Indications. The 2021 report of the Review of the Intellectual Property Rights 

Regime in India by the Parliament, highlighted the inherent issues including lack of 

documentation, and need for a structured system. The goals included consolidation of the 

TKDL and more effective implementation of GIs as a means for protection. The Indian 

protection mechanism for GIs is inclusive of craftsmanship as well, while the EU system only 

includes agricultural and drinks within its scope while the same is in the midst of discussion 

for an update. India has over 400 GIs which explore a wide variety of products, from local 

foods to artisans crafts. GIs are the closest for in terms of rendering protection while also 

following the traditional norms by recognizing its origin. The international footprint of such 

products have started gaining traction through agreements like the India-EU Trade 

Investment Agreements. GIs have protected the textiles, different forms of fibers which have 

traditional significance which has been coupled with extending the protection through 

trademarks to detect producers and artisans of the craft concerned.  

Inherently the Indian system is riddled with hurdles like non-recognition of the term 

‘Indigenous’, following the Indigenous and Tribal Populations Convention of 1957, even 

when the convention has been modified and replaced in the year 1989 whereby other 

developing nations have taken steps to replace their current system, while India remains 
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stagnant with its ILO 107 application. After assessment of the Indian system of protection, it 

can be concluded that the absence of positive means to protect culture and land of such 

minorities have greatly resulted into loss of diversity in the country. Some Tribal 

communities are not considered within the ambit of Scheduled Tribes, the application of a 

uniform system of protection, a normative framework is the need of the hour.  

It is pertinent to note that the current system is not all-encompassing and clearly showcases 

an abyss of proper effective system, which can overlook the limitations set by the Indian 

social and legal concerns, and ultimately protect the interest of these communities. The 

concerns are multifaceted, cover numerous art forms, expressions which are an extension of 

an identity so unique that the only option suitable to protect such rights require special 

legislation. Till, then the plausible solution is in the documentation which ensures 

acknowledgment of TCEs. A regulatory body which would governs and oversees effective 

implementation till a concrete system of protection can be formed. Research and awareness 

may also serve as additional step for pro-active implementation.  

5. Conclusive Remarks:  

There is a clear divergence of opinions amongst the developed and developing nations. The 

developed nations are more inclined towards the application of the conventional protection 

system under the IP regime. In the midst of the numerous conceptual challenges, the cross-

cutting contentions of the developing nations state that the IP regime is not well equipped to 

handle the moral, socio-ethical, and legal concerns of the TCEs. While in hindsight, the 

developed nations opine that the economic proposition and principles under the IP regime can 

cover the protection of TCEs. The contradiction does not end there, apart from policy and 

legal concerns, a significant distinction has to be set regarding economic considerations for 

the beneficiaries. Whether the indigenous communities, or the state are entitled to the benefits 

which stem from such creations? This is only factor whereby the concerns and answers of the 

majority match, the Global North and most nations of the opposition believe that the 

communities should be the beneficiaries, and in cases of the state involvement the conditions 

shall be set forth prior to its application. For certain African nations, India and even the 

developed nations, have highlighted the web of political satire which may influence the 

interests of the stakeholders involved, and how the beneficiaries should be separated.  

The diffusive approach as discussed before is a preferable option for the Global South, 

overtime these TCEs and TK have become part of the public domain, their historical 

relevance may not be diminished but their value is. The benefit is calculated based on range 

of the material and its diffusion. The divide continues within the Global South, with the 

indigenous communities not endorsing this system which is believed to further diffuse their 

material and negatively impact the spiritual and cultural values. Ironically, even though the 

protection of the past is concerned, the potential claims with respect to the historic usage of 

such TCEs has not been at the forefront of the debate, the economic repatriation may be a 

plausible answer to the same. The opposing sentiments amongst the factions of the traditional 

approach, but these negotiations can only succeed when compromises are made, and 

sustained in its inevitability.  

The Next Step: The need of the hour before it is too late is to have a tangible instrument to 

derive the minimum standards and principles from. An international effort that permits the 

communities and their domestic legislatures to work out their own solutions by considering 
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their own socio-economic and political conditions and prevail a system which engages in 

promoting diverse approaches to fit the contextual needs of the nations. It is pertinent to note 

that hyper-fixation of the North over application of traditional IP norms, will only result into 

stalling the process. WIPO is governing and leading the debate for the subject matter, but 

considerable weightage still stands with the communities and domestic stands of the nations 

to protect their own. A sui generis solution is the only solution, the natural course of turn 

demands such status to protect the TCEs and TK as projected. The main objectives for 

protection under IP laws should concentrate upon presenting lucrative opportunities, preserve 

the expression and prevent exploitation and unwanted use. Therefore, India may take 

inspiration from the already available draft models at international level, while being more 

inclined towards the models followed by the developing nations. It is noteworthy that the 

developing nations are pro-active in granting protections to their communities, while 

conventional forms of protection are being granted in the developing nations. Although, GIs 

have done a tremendous job at protecting the cultural gems through their place of origin, they 

cannot be considered as sufficient means to meet the end.  

The application of a mixed model is deemed appropriate, considering the rudimentary issues 

raised under different jurisdictions as highlighted above, lessons can be learned from each 

such legislations and its implementation, the model cannot be successfully implemented in 

the first try, but the lack of efforts to protect the resources and TCEs from exploitation by 

hands of the Global North is unacceptable. Further, there is no perfect model which is most 

suitable for India from the concerned systems of protection, each nation has their own socio-

economic, political, religious and historical aspects which are to be considered while making 

such law. The study does not endorse application of the IP regime simply upon the playing 

field of Indian TCEs, but it does advocate for implementation of a novel system which 

focuses entirely and singularly on the current subject matter. It is high time, that India as a 

nation showcase and implement its Constitutional principles, and take advantage of its ‘Unity 

in diversity’ to secure the future of its indigenous communities and identify its status and 

contribution within the Indian economy. 
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